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Abstract. A high-performance,all-skyimagingsystemhas been used to obtain novel data
on the morphologyand dynamicsof short-period(<1 hour) gravitywavesat equatorial
latitudes.Gravity wavesimaged in the upper mesosphereand lower thermospherewere
recordedin three nightglowemissions,the near-infrared OH emission,and the visible
wavelengthOI (557.7 nm) and Na (589.2 nm) emissionsspanningthe altitude range ---80100 km. The measurements
were made from Alcantara, Brazil (2.3øS,44.5øW),during the
period August-October 1994 as part of the NASA/Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas
Espaciais"Guara campaign".Over 50 wave eventswere imaged from which a statistical
studyof the characteristics
of equatorialgravitywaveshas been performed. The data were
found to divide naturally into two groups.The first group correspondedto extensive,
freely propagating(or ducted)gravitywaveswith observedperiodsrangingfrom 3.7 to
36.6 min, while the secondgroup consistedof wavesof a much smaller scale and transient
nature. The later group exhibiteda bimodal distributionfor the observedperiodsat
5.18 +_0.26 min and 4.32 _+0.15 min, closeto the local Brunt-Vaisala period and the
acousticcutoff period, respectively.In comparison,the larger-scalewavesexhibiteda clear
tendencyfor their horizontalwavelengthsto increasealmost linearly with observedperiod.
This trend was particularlywell defined around the equinox and can be representedby a
power-law
relationship
of theformXh = (3.1 _+0ß='
o)'Fob
1'06--+0'10,
where Xh is measuredin
kilometersand 'Fobin minutes.This result is in very good agreementwith previousradar
1.5
and passiveoptical measurementsbut differs significantlyfrom the relationshipXh •c 'Fob
inferred from recent lidar studies.The larger-scalewaveswere also found to exhibit strong
anisotropyin their propagationheadingswith the dominant direction of motion toward
the --•NE-ENE suggestinga preponderancefor wave generationover the South American
continent.

1.

Introduction

measurementsof an ensembleof 56 short-periodwave events
recorded in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) nightglow

Observationsof gravity waves at equatorial latitudes are emissions.The measurements were made from Alcantara, Braextremelyrare. Gravity waves,particularly small-scale,short- zil (located on the magneticequator at 2.3øS),as part of the
period (<1 hour) waves,are knownto be importantdriversof NASA/Instituto Nacional de PesquisasEspaciais (INPE)
the mean windsand thermal structureof the mesosphereand Guara campaign,and providea rare opportunityto investigate
lower thermospherevia wave energyand momentumtransport the occurrenceand dominant characteristicsof short-period
[e.g.,Frittsand Vincent,1987].Variationsin the seasonalflux of gravitywavesin closeproximityto the geographicequator.
thesewavesare therefore expectedto have marked effectson
To date, most nightglowimaging studieshave utilized the
the dynamicsof the upper middle atmosphereat equatorial, bright NIR hydroxyl(OH) emissionwhich originatesfrom a
middle, and high latitudes.The statisticalpropertiesof small- well-defined layer (--•8 km half width) centered at a mean
scalegravitywaves(at anylatitudeand season)are still uncer- altitude of --•87km [Bakerand Stair, 1988].Theseobservations
tain, and measurementsof their occurrencefrequency,hori- have mainly been made from midlatitude mountain sites and
zontal wavelengths,horizontal phase velocities (and hence have revealed a variety of wave motions. Classificationof the
their observedperiodsand dominantdirectionsof motion) are waves into different groups has been attempted by several
of considerableimportancefor assessing
their impact on the researchers[e.g., Clairemidiet al., 1985;Armstrong,1986; Taylocal atmosphericdynamics.In this paper we present image lor, 1986].In most casesthis classificationhasbeen basedon a
somewhatarbitrary divisionof the observedrange of horizonCopyright1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
tal wavelengths('•h) whichvary from typically5 < '•h < 100
km. As a result of these studies,distinct spatial and temporal
Paper number96JD03515.
0148-0227/97/96JD-03515 $09.00
propertieshave emergedwhich suggestthe existenceof two
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Table 1. Filter Details and ExposureTimes for the Guara
Campaign
Filter/Emission,

Bandwidth,

Transmission,

Exposure
Time,
Altitude,
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larger-scalemotions can therefore be used to discriminate
between

these source mechanisms.

With the developmentof sensitivesolidstate (CCD) imag-

ingsystems,
measurements
of gravitywavesin thefaintvisible

wavelengthO1(557.7nm) nightglowemission(peak altitude
-96 km) and the Na (589.2 nm) emission(peak altitude -90
OI (557.7)
2.67
81
90
96
km) are now practicalevenfrom low-altitudesites.As these
Na (589.2)
2.37
81
120
90
emissions
peak at heightsabovethe OH layer (peak altitude
OH* (715-930)
215
87
15
87
Bg (572.5)
2.65
83
90
-..
-87 km), they enhancesignificantlythe potential of image
OI (630.0)
2.33
83
180
280
measurementsfor investigatingthe occurrenceand properties
*With a 20 nm notchat 865 nm to suppress
the 02(0, 1) emission. of gravitywavesthat exist throughoutthe upper mesosphere
andlowerthermosphere
(altituderange-80-100 km). For the
Guaracampaigna multiwavelength,
all-skyimagingsystem
was
used to record gravitywaves over a large geographicarea
types(or groups)of short-periodwaves.The mostprominent (>0.6 x 106km2) usingsequential
measurements
of theNIR
group, termed "bands,"usuallyappearsas an extensiveseries OH and visible wavelengthOI and Na nightglowstructure.
of quasi-monochromatic
wavesthat exhibit horizontalwave- Observationswere made during two periods(6 Augustto 10
lengthsof a few to severaltensof kilometersand phasespeeds September
and1-16 October1994)in conjunction
withradar,
nm

nm

%

s

km

upto -100 ms-•. Banddisplays
arequitepersistent,
lasting
for

photometer, and in situ rocket soundings.
In this studywe present the resultsof the image analysis
classifyingthe data into two categoriesusingthe "band" and
"ripple"criteriadefinedearlier to determinethe averageproperties of the quasi-monochromatic
wave motionspresent at
equatoriallatitudes.The resultshavethenbeen comparedwith
previousgravity wave measurementsat middle and low latitudesobtainedby radar and lidar techniques[e.g.,Meek et al.,
1985; Reid, 1986; Gardner and Voelz, 1987; Manson, 1990; Beatty et al., 1992]. A clear tendencyfor the observedperiod of
the bandsto increasesystematically
with horizontalwavelength
was found during the campaign.This trend was particularly
well definedfor the wave motionsimagedaround the equinox.
cally<5 x 103 km2) andusuallyexhibitconsiderably
shorter Associatedwith this significanttrend, a marked anisotropyin

typicallya few hours, but it is not uncommonfor them to
endurefor over8 hours[e.g.,TaylorandHill, 1991].Occasional
studieshave shownthat this type of wave pattern is associated
with the passageof freely propagating(or ducted) gravity
wavesmost probablyof troposphericorigin [e.g., Taylorand
Hapgood, 1988; Taylor et al., 1995a]. Recent measurements
indicatethat gravitywavesassociated
with bandpatternsare as
prevalentover oceansas they are over continentalmountainous regions,suggesting
weather disturbances
rather than orographic forcing as their most likely source[Taylorand Hill,
1991; Swensonet al., 1995; Taylor et al., 1995a]. The second
typeof wavemotion,termed"ripples,"is distinctfrombandsin
that ripplesextendover much smallergeographicareas(typi-

lifetimes(< 45 min) [Peterson,
1979].Becauseof their transient
nature, observationsof ripplesare comparativelyfew and have

the distribution
direction

of wave azimuths was observed. The dominant

of motion

of the bands was found to be toward

the

equator from the SW-WSW suggestingfrequent, recurring
wave
generationover the SouthAmericancontinent.In comwavelengthswhich range from -6 to 16 km [Peterson
and
Adams, 1983]. To our knowledge,only three ripple velocity parison,the ripple data exhibitedan unusualbimodal distrimeasurementshave been reported, suggestingrelativelyhigh bution of horizontalwavelengthwith observedperiod.
until now been restricted

to measurements

of their horizontal

horizontal
phasespeeds
of 71 and91ms-• [Peterson,
1979]and
46 ms-• [TaylorandHill, 1991].
2.

The apparentsimilarityin morphologyand dynamicsof ripple eventsto the "billow" waves seen in noctilucentclouds
(NLC) [e.g.,WorldMeteorological
Organization
(WMO), 1970],
suggests
similar-typesourcemechanisms[Taylor,1986;Clairemidi et al., 1985]. A likely sourcefor ripples and billows is
thoughtto result from the chancecombinationof wind and
wave motions(of tidal or other origin) creatinglocalizedregionsof strongwind shearwhich in turn generatesmall-scale
waves in situ through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [e.g.,
Haurwitzand Fogle,1969;Taylorand Hapgood,1990].This is a
dynamic-typeinstabilityand in the absenceof strongwinds,or
if the winds are alignedparallel to the perturbingwave, then
the ripple structuresshouldappear "spanwise"(i.e., oriented
approximatelyparallelto the perturbingwavefront). However,
Frittset al. [1993] have recentlysuggestedan alternativethreedimensional,convective-typeinstabilityas a potential source
for the generationof someof the smaller-scale
(-5 km), shorter-lived(<severalminutes)waveevents.In thiscaseandunder
similar wind conditionsthe resultant ripple structureswill be
"streamwise"oriented and shouldappear approximatelyperpendicularto the primary wave front. In principle,measurementsof small-scale
wavesin the presence(and/orabsence)of

Gravity Wave imager
The image measurementswere made using a large area

(6.45cm2) solidstatecharged
coupled
device(CCD), consisting of 1024 x 1024pixels,thermoelectricallycooledto -40øC.
The highquantumefficiency(-80% at visibleand 50% at NIR
wavelengths)
and low-noisecharacteristics
of this device(dark
current <0.5 e-/pixel/s)provide an exceptionalcapabilityfor
quantitativemeasurements
of faint, low contrast(>5%) gravity wavesignaturesin the nightglowemissions.
The camerawas
fitted with a fast (f/4) telecentric lens systemand a fiveposition,temperaturestabilized,filter wheel providingall-sky
(180ø)coverageusingnarrowbandinterferencefilters.The format of the all-skylens systemwas suchthat each pixel in the
CCD arraysubtendedan equalangleon the skyresultingin an
almostlinearrelationshipbetweenzenithangleand distanceas
measuredfrom the centerof the image.Table 1 liststhe characteristicsof the filtersusedfor thesemeasurements.
Exposure
timesrangedfrom 15 s for the brightOH emissionto 90 s and
120s,respectively,
for the fainterO1(557.7nm) andNaD lines.
As part of the imagesequence,two additionalmeasurements
were made, one at 572.5 nm to assessthe backgroundsky
conditionsand the other at 630 nm to investigatethe high
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Figure 1. Frequencyof occurrenceof wavestructure(bandsand ripples)and "clearsky"observinghoursfor
the Guara campaign.Approximately120 hoursof useabledata were obtainedduring two periods:6 August
to 10 Septemberand 1-16 October 1994.

altitude (-280 km) F-region OI(630.0 nm) emission(the resultsof which will be the subjectof a separatereport.
For this study the backgroundimages were used to help
discriminatethe presenceof troposphericcloud in the data.
More detailed spectralanalysesutilize the backgroundimages
to subtractout the effectsof scatteredlight (mainly from the
city of Sao Luis ---40 km away) and airglow continuum emission from the data imagesprior to analysis.Observationsof
each nightglow emissionwere recorded once every -9 min
exceptfor the OI(557.7 nm) emissionwhichwassampledevery
4-5 min. For a pure monochromaticwave motion this implies
a limitingNyquistperiod of 18min for the OH and -9-10 min
for the OI(557.7 nm) emissions.However, spatial nonuniformities in the waveforms,such as "fronts" or "edges," often
enable us to accuratelytrack the motion of individual waveforms and hence to evaluate wave periods significantlyless
than the Nyquist limit.

ture indicating a relatively high frequency of occurrence
(-60%).
Figure 2 showsfour examplesof the gravitywaves imaged
during this campaign.In Figure 2a a well-developedextensive
OI(557.7 nm) band displayis evident.This wave pattern exhibited a horizontal wavelengthhh = 32.0 _+ 0.9 km and a

phasespeedVh= 67 + 1 ms-1indicating
an observed
period
•',,b= 8.0 + 0.3 min. The waveswere observedfor more than
5 hours as they progressedtoward the -NE. Figure 2b illustratesa similarwave pattern recordedin the NIR OH emission
approximatelyone month later. In this exampleover ll nearlinear wave crests of average '•h = 18.2 +_ 0.3 km were

•
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Guara Image Measurements

The imagingsystemwas locatedat the INPE Satellite Tracking Station,Centro de Lancamentode Alcantara,Brazil (2.3øS,
44.5øW). Measurementswere made in conjunctionwith the
NASA/INPE Guara campaignduringtwo observingperiods:6
August to 10 September,as part of the "MALTED" program
[GoMberget al., 1995], and 1-16 October, as part of the
"SPREAD F" program. Although the measurementswere
made from approximatelysea level, a wealth of high contrast,
short-periodwave structurewas recordedduring both observing periods.This resultis depictedin Figure I which plots the
frequency of occurrenceof wave structure at any position
within the "all-skyfield," for the O1(557.7nm) imagedata. In
practice,the usefulfield of view was found to extend down to
zenith anglesof ---80ø (limited primarily by local horizon and
troposphericscattering and extinction effects). This correspondsto an effectiveground range of -480 km for the OI
emissionassuminga mean altitudeof 96 km. Dependingon the
orientationof the waveforms,the cutofffor identifyingperiodic
structureat this limiting range is -20 km. Despite the sometimes severerestrictionsimposedby meteorologicalcloud, approximately120 hoursof useabledata were recordedon 23 out
of 25 nights,of which -70 hourscontaineddistinctwave struc-
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Figure 2. Four images showing examples of gravity wave
structurerecordedin the OI(557.7 nm) and near-infraredOH
emissionsduring the campaign:(a, b) extensivebands; (c)
example of transient ripples; (d) a complexmixture of band
and ripple waves.Note that the ovalsilhouetteat the bottom of
each image is the Instituto Nacional de PesquisasEspaciais
satellite tracking antenna, while the dark patchesat low elevations in Figures 2b and 2c are clouds.
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novel measurementsof their velocitiesand observedperiods.

01(557.7nm)
•0•o•!•
• 22:51
UT

In thisexamplethe rippleswereimagedin the O1(557.7nm)

1øS

emissionand exhibiteda mean /•h -" 12.0 _+ 0.3 km and an

average
Vh= 35.4 _+1.4 ms-•, yieldinga 'rob= 5.6 _+0.3min.

• •,h=8.6km

More complexwavepatternsconsisting
of a mixtureof two (or
more)bandpatternsor bandandrippledisplays
wereobserved
on severaloccasions
duringthiscampaign.The OI (557.7nm)
image of Figure 2d showsan extensiveset of N-S aligned
ripplesin the zenith and easternsky ()th = 8.6 _+ 0.1 km)
superposed
on a faint band pattern ()th = 22.7 _+ 0.6 km)

2øS

Bands
'"•m•
1!inl•t•
•lil•c••
• •

•'h= 22.7k
3øS

thatwasobserved
to progress
fromlowelevations
towardthe
equator,againon an -ENE heading.The geographiclocation,
orientation, and the relative scale sizes of these two wave

4øS

4t ;øW

45øW

44øW

43øW

displaysare shownin the map of Figure3 whichalsoillustrates
the observinggeometryfor these measurements.

42øW

Figure 3. Map showingthe geographiclocationand orienta- 3.2. Equatorial Wave Characteristics
tion of the complexOI(557.7 nm) band and ripple display
Analysisof this data set has focusedon identifyingwave
shown in Figure 2d. The data are plotted for an assumed
events,primarilyin the O1(557.7nm) emission(peak altitude
emissionheight of 96 km.
-96 km), with a subsequent
investigationof the lower-altitude
NaD (589.2 nm) and NIR OH emissionsto determineaddiimaged as they progressedtoward the -NNE on a similar tional events that were not evident in the OI data set. The
headingto the bands shownin Figure 2a.
imageswere calibrated first using the star background,and
Figure 2c showsan exampleof a ripple display.During the then prominentwave featureswere mapped onto the Earth's
Guara campaignover 25 ripple eventswere recordedyielding surfaceto form a seriesof maps(e.g.,Figure3), fromwhichthe

Table 2. ChronologicalList of MeasuredWave Parameters(/•h, Vh, 'rob)for Band
Eventsand CalculatedValuesfor ('ri)m and ()tz)m UsingModel Winds
Band
Event

Date

Layer

/•'h,
km

t/h,
ms-•

'rob
,
min

Azimuth,
øN

zt,,
min

( Ti)m,
min

( )[z)m,
km

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

28 Aug.
29 Aug.
29 Aug.
30 Aug.
30 Aug.
30 Aug.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.

OI
OH
OI
OH
OH
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
Na
OH

22.7
16.4
25.4
18.4
17.6
30.9
15.7
23.6
27.5
27.9
20.6
30.8
18.2

36
27
49
26
20
49
38
62
33
55
33
14
27

10.4
10.0
8.6
11.9
14.9
10.5
6.9
6.4
13.7
8.4
10.3
36.7
11.1

60
170
160
80
50
270
210
210
140
100
110
255
335

(5.10)
(5.10)
(5.10)
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14

15
12
9.3
13
14
8.1
6.0
5.8
20
12
18
20
8.8

8.0
7.5
17
8.1
6.9
25
26
45
7.3
14
6.1
8.2
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2 Sept.
2 Sept.
3 Sept.
3 Sept.
5 Sept.
5 Sept.
5 Sept.
5 Sept.
6 Sept.
7 Sept.

OH
OH
OH
OI
OI
OI
OH
OI
OI
OI

13.8
20.7
13.9
39.4
26.6
32.0
15.4
37.6
15.6
38.3

63
41
57
71
61
67
46
56
54
56

3.7
8.4
4.1
9.3
7.2
8.0
5.6
11.2
4.8
11.5

55
60
80
65
70
95
50
60
50
65

5.21
5.21
5.03
5.03
5.13
5.13
5.13
5.13
5.24
5.14

3.6
8.2
4.2
11
9.3
10
5.1
14
6.0
15

9
17
9
19
18
18
9
14
28
14

24

1 Oct.

OI

17.5

68

4.3

25

2 Oct.

OI

41.7

59

11.8

26

3 Oct.

OH

5 Oct.
5 Oct.
10 Oct.
11 Oct.
11 Oct.

OI
OI
OI
OI
OI

18.2
31.0
25.2
20.3
19.6
31.7

..................

27
28
29
30
31

62
61
42
53
55

8.3
6.9
8.2
6.2
9.6

355

60
310
70
160
315
150

5.02

(5.02)
5.15
5.15
5.26
5.29
5.29

4.3

?

16

13

7.0
9.9
8.6
5.2
11

34
15
16
9
18

The date listed correspondsto the eveningwhen the measurementswere initiated. Values of z•, were
deducedfrom 02 and OH temperaturemeasurements
usinga tilting filter photometer;valuesin parenthesesare estimated.The spacebetweenevents13 and 14 indicatesthe divisioninto two setscorresponding to the onsetof stronganisotropyin the wave headings(i.e., prior to and after 2 September).The
questionmark indicatessituationswhere a value for (Xz)m is indeterminateusingequation(2) as the

estimatedintrinsicperiodwaslessthan
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Table 3. ChronologicalList of MeasuredWave Parameters(Xh,Vh,'rob
) for Ripple Events
Ripple

/•'h,

Vh,

'rob
,

Azimuth,

Event

Date

Layer

km

ms-•

min

øN

min

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

17 Aug.
17 Aug.
17 Aug.
17 Aug.
17 Aug.
22 Aug.
28 Aug.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.
1 Sept.

OI
OH
OH
OH
OH
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
Na
OH
OH

16.1
16.0
9.8
10.5
9.5
14.9
8.6
10.3
10.2
12.8
11.3
7.5
6.0

41.5
51.4
............
............
............
43.8
............
62.0
29.9
38.9
27.3
29.7
23.3

6.5
5.2

130
135

...
...

5.7

110

...

2.8
5.7
5.5
6.9
4.2
4.3

210
110
75
200
180
175

5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14

14
15

2 Sept.
5 Sept.

OH
OH

8.2
10.2

24.9
40.7

5.5
4.2

80
130

5.21
5.13

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

3 Oct.
3 Oct.
5 Oct.
6 Oct.
6 Oct.
10 Oct.
11 Oct.
11 Oct.
12 Oct.
12 Oct.

OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI
OI

11.4
17.8
14.1
12.0
12.3
17.7
12.8
7.0
15.3
10.0

25.4
69.6
85.9
35.4
48.6
53.9
47.7
.........
47.5
............

7.5
4.3
2.7
5.6
4.2
5.5
4.5

20
40
180
40
30
0
170

5.4

340

...
...
5.15
5.20
5.20
5.26
5.29
5.29
5.30

Note that on sixoccasions
it wasnot possibleto determinethe wavephasespeedaccurately.Values of
% are listed(whereavailable)for comparison
with the deduced'robfor the 19 events.As in Table 2, the
spaceindicatesthe divisioninto two groups.

horizontalparameters(Xh, Vh, 'rob)and the wavepropagation
headingwere determinedfor each identifiable event. (Note
that very low contrastfeaturesthat were not easilyidentifiable
in the data have not been includedin this analysis.)A full
descriptionof this spatial analysisprocedure (as applied to
narrow angle image data) has been given by Hapgoodand
Taylor [1982]. This method of analysiswas determinedto be
the most practical,in this case,as attempts to perform twodimensionalspectral analysisof the wave motions (as describedby Taylor and Garcia [1995] were often impeded by
transientclouds.The resultsof the spatial analysiswere then
separatedinto two groupscorrespondingto bandsand ripples
usingthe differencesin the geographicalextent and the duration of each wave pattern as the primary dividing criteria. A
total of 37 O1(557.7nm) displays
wereanalyzedin thismanner,
21 of whichconsistedof extensivebandmotions(often,but not
always,occupying
the entirefield of view),with 16 small-scale,
short-durationripple events.In addition, 17 OH displays(9
bandsand 8 ripples)and 2 Na(589.2 nm) displays(1 band, 1
ripple) were observedtotaling 56 wave events. Becauseof
cloudsthe number of displaysyieldingaccuratemeasurements
of wave velocitywas reducedto 49 events.For comparison,a
summaryof the measuredband and ripple parametersis given
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.On some occasionsthe wave
activitywas very high, and severalband and/or ripple events
wereimagedduringa singlenight(e.g.,September1). However,
bandsand rippleswere not alwayspresenton the samenights.
Figure 4 plotsthe distributionof horizontalwavelengthsfor
the bands and ripples as a function of their occurrencefrequency.The data have been binned into histogramsof 5 km
width (whichis well within the typicalmeasurementaccuracy
of +_3%correspondingto <+-1 km) to determinethe most
frequentlyobservedhorizontalscalesizes.The strongtendency

for ripples(Figure 4b) to occurover a verynarrowwavelength
rangeis immediatelyapparentwith ---83% of all eventshaving
wavelengthsin the 5-15 km range. In contrast,the band displays exhibited a significantlybroader range of horizontal
wavelengthsextendingfrom ---10-45 km (Figure 4a) and
---94% of all bandshad wavelengths>15 km. The average
band wavelengthwas 24.3 km, approximatelytwice that of the
ripples at 11.7 km.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding distribution of wave

speeds(for 49 events)plottedat 10 ms-• intervals(typical
individual
measurement
error_+5%or <+_3ms-l). The band
measurements
(Figure5a) rangefrom 14 to 71 ms-• and
exhibitan averagevalueof 48 ms-•. However,thereis a clear
tendency for many of the waves in this data set to exhibit
relativelyhigh phase speeds,with the highestfrequencyof

occurrence
in the50-60 ms-• range.Surprisingly,
theripples
(Figure 5b) exhibiteda similardistributionrangeto the bands

(23-86 ms-•) and an almostidenticalaveragespeedof 44
ms-•. No obvioustendency
towardhighphasespeedswas
found. The resulting distributionof observedwave periods
(binned at 2 min intervals)is givenin Figure 6. The ripples
exhibit a remarkably sharp distributioncentered on the 4-6
min bin (with ---74%of eventsoccurringwithinthisrange)and
an averagewave period 5.1 min. In comparison,the distribution of band periodicitiesis considerablybroader than for the
ripplesand showsa clear tendencytowardlongerwaveperiods
(with 83% of bandsexhibitingperiods>6 min) and a significantly higher averagevalue of 9.6 min (approximatelytwice
that of the ripples).
3.3.

Distribution of Wave Headings

The propagationheadingsfor both wave groups,summed
over 15ø intervals,are plotted in Figure 7. The distributionof
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fore occurredon and after 2 September.The ripple data (Figure 8b) alsoindicatea distinctchangein their meridional(but
not zonal) componentsof motion prior to and after this date,
with a clearpreferencefor southwardwaveprogressionduring
the first intervalfollowedby a reversalto northwardprogression(in all but two cases)duringthe secondinterval.
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3.4. Wavelength-Period Trends
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Prior to consideringpossibletrends involvingspatialscales
and observedperiods,it is important to distinguishbetween
the measuredand the derived quantitiesand to mention analysisprocedures.For nightglowimaging studies,the measurementsyield directly('•h, Vh) pairs.The measuredha (typical
measurementuncertaintyof _+3%) is an intrinsicwaveparameter, whereasVh (typical error bars of _+5%) is an observed
phasevelocity,which usuallydiffersfrom its intrinsic counterpart becauseof backgroundwinds.Theseparametersare used
to derive'Fob
(typicalerror barsof +_6%)from the ratio (,•h/Vh).
Sincevaluesof 'Fobare derivedfrom this ratio, it is important
to examinefirst the distributionof (,•h, Vh) pairsfor the band
and ripple eventsbefore consideringpossibletrends in their
horizontal and vertical scaleswith observedperiod. Figure 9
showsa ('•h, Vh) scatterdiagramfor all of the wave events
listed in Tables 2 and 3. Each point is associatedwith a 'Fob
whichis the sameasthe intrinsicperiodwhenDoppler-shifting
effectsare negligible.The ripple events(crosses)exhibit a
visuallysignificantpositivetrend which is expected,basedon
the sharply peaked distribution of observedperiods in the
histogramof Figure 6b. However, an interestingfeature, not
apparentin the histogramplot, is a strongtendencytoward a
bimodal trend for the ripples, suggestingtwo preferred peri-
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Figure 4. Histogram plots showingthe distributionof horizontal wavelengthsfor (a) bandsand (b) ripplesas a function
of number of wave events.Note the strongtendencyfor short
horizontal wavelengthsfor the ripples.

654-
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bands (Figure 7a) is highly anisotropic,exhibitinga strong
preference(12 events)for waveprogressiontowardthe ---NEENE (azimuth range ---45ø-75ø).In contrast,the ripples(Figure 7b) indicate a much broader range of propagationazimuths with an underlying tendency for eastward phase
progression(with 13 out of 19 eventsexhibitingan eastward
componentof motion). Figure 8 depictsthe velocitydistribution of the two wave groups.Although the phasespeedsof the
bands and ripples varied considerably(from ---10 to ---90

ms-•), thereis no obvious
evidence
of an azimuthalbiasfor
faster or slower wave motions.

For reasons that are discussed

later (section4), eachplot hasbeen dividedinto two parts:the
dashedarrowsindicate the velocityvectorsfor all wave events
observedprior to 2 September,while the solid arrowsrepresent wave vectors recorded on and after this night. The band
azimuths(Figure 8a) appearto be randomlydistributedprior
to 2 September.However,measurementson subsequent
nights
indicate a major changein their azimuthal distributionwith a
largenumberof displays(>65%) exhibitingmotiontowardthe
---NE-ENE. The majority of the wave eventsresponsiblefor
the stronganisotropyin the band headings(Figure 7a) there-
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Figure 5. Histogram plots showingthe distribution of observedhorizontalphasespeedsfor (a) bandsand (b) ripplesas
a function of number of wave events.Note the similar range of
phasespeedsin each case.
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odicities.This feature is also apparent in Figures 10 and 12
(whichpresenthh and vh asa functionof %b) and is discussed
in more

detail
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0ø
(a)

in section 4.4.

Initial inspectionof the band eventsof Figure 9 indicatethat
they are almostrandomlydistributed.However, when codedto
conform to the divisionindicated in the velocity distribution

Bands

data(Figure8), it is clearthat the distributionof (,X•, v•) pairs
observedprior to 2 September(open circles)is significantly
differentfrom that observedafter thisdate (solidcircles).The
mean ,X• valuesfor the two distributionsare comparable,at 23
and 26 km, respectively.However, the mean horizontal phase
speed of the waves observed _>2 September is significantly

90ø

27(•

higher(-57 ms-•) thanthatobserved
earlierin thecampaign
(-36 ms-•). Furthermore,
thespread
in thevaluesabouteach

180ø

mean is much larger for the wavesobservedprior to 2 September than after this date (fractionalstandarddeviationsof
0.39 and 0.15, respectively).
Together,theseobservations
suggest markedly different sourceand/or propagationconditions
during these two observingintervals.
Figure 10 summarizesthe Guara image resultsin a plot of
the intrinsic,X• as a function of %b. As in the previousfigure,
the bands are marked by the open and solid circles and the
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Figure 7. Plot showing the distribution of wave headings
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(summedover15øintervals)for (a) bandsand(b) ripples.Note
the strongpreferencefor bandsto progresstoward the •NE-
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ripplesby the crosses.In thisformat all of the ripple eventsare
seento reside in a small clusterboundedby wavelengthlimits
of 5-20 km and periodsbetween2 and 8 min. In comparison
the bandsexhibit a clear tendencyfor larger valuesof hh with
increasing%•. The range of horizontalwavelengthsfor a given
•'o• also increasessignificantlyas •'o• increases.To investigate
trends in the data, the three wave componentsidentified in
Figure 10 (i.e., ripples,bands _•1 Septemberand bands _>2
September)are presentedin individualscatterdiagrams(in
log-logformat) in Figure 11. Regressionanalyses
were carried
out following proceduressimilar to those describedby Wonnacottand Wonnacott[1981].An examinationof the deviations
associatedwith h• and •'o• revealed similar fractional values
which greatly exceedthe experimentaluncertainties.Hence,
for this study, an estimation technique was adopted which
accountedfor significantstochasticvariability in both h• and
%•. In Figure 11c the dashed line through the distribution
reflectsthe weighted two-wayregressioncorrespondingto a
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power-lawmodelof the form h• - A•o•. The power-law

I

model was selectedto facilitate comparisonwith resultsfrom
other similar-type investigationsusing radar and lidar data
Observed Period (min)
where this model has been widely used [e.g.,Reid, 1986;Reid
Figure 6. Histogram plots showingthe distribution of ob- and Vincent,1987; Gardnerand Voelz,1987].However, in the
servedwaveperiod for (a) bandsand (b) ripplesas a function present study, the modest ranges in the pertinent variables
of number of wave events.Note the prominent peak in the contributed to very similar confidencelevels for both linear
ripple data at -5 min.
and power-law regressionanalyses.
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clear tendencyfor the bandsto increasein wavelengthwith
larger observedperiod and the bimodalclusteringof the ripples around -5 min period.
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The ripple data in Figure 11a exhibita very weak positive

E

trendwitha squared
correlation
coefficient
(r2) of --10-2. In
this case, the trend is insignificantsince the probability of

obtaining
thisvalueof r2 by chance,withN = 19 pairsof

20

Figure 8. Two plotsshowingthe velocitydistributionof the
wavesfor (a) bandsand(b) ripples.The dashedvectorsdenote
wavesrecordedprior to 2 September,while the solidarrows
showthe wavesimagedon and after thisdate.The directionof
motion of the waveswas usuallydeterminedto within an accuracyof typically_+5ø. Note the strongpreferencefor band
motion toward the -NE-ENE
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Table 4. Resultsof Correlation Analysisof Figure 11 for Band and Ripple Events
Standard

Power Law
Coetficient,

Power Law
Exponent,

Squareof Correlation
Coetficient,

Total Data
Pairs,

Measurement
Probability,

r2

N

P*

Typeof WaveMotion

A

B

All bands

3.9

0.86

0.29

29

<3 x 10-3

Bands>- 2 Sept.
Bands--<1Sept.
Ripples

3.1
ß......
.......

1.06

0.85
10-3
10-2

17
12
19

<10-4
-1
-0.5

Deviation

0'.4

0'B

1.0

0.40

0.5
......
......

0.10

Parameters
A andB werecalculated
usinga weighted
two-wayregression
analysis
of theform/•h ----A'r•o
b. Notethatthe datapointat (36.6
min, 30.8 km) was not usedin the analysissinceits parametersdid not satisfyChauvent'scriterion.

*Indicates
theprobability
of obtaining
thegivenvaluesof r2 bychance.

functionof Tob.The previouslynoted tendency(Figure 9) for
the ripple eventsto be associatedwith two distinct observed
periods,one slightlyaboveand the other just below the mean
value of ---5 min, is most apparent(with 14 of the 19 events
highlysignificant
(r2 -- 0.85 withN = 17) positivetrend forming two vertical columns).The differencein the average
(B = 1.06 _+ 0.t0). The Student'st-test for this case is speedof the bandsobservedprior to and after 2 September
consistent
witha verysmallprobability
(%10-4) thatthislevel (indicatedby the dashedlines)is a keyfeatureof Figure12.All
of correlation resulted purely by chance.We have also per- of the events recorded ->2 September are characterizedby
formed a correlation analysisfor the full set of band data relatively
highandsimilarvaluesof Vh(range41.0-70.6ms-•),
which, as expected,is also highly significant(measurement whereasthoseeventsobservedprior to this date are characprobability
of <3 x 10-3).Theresultant
power-law
coefficient terized by significantlylower values of Vh and a somewhat
in this case(B = 0.86 + 0.4) wasfoundto be the sameas largerspread(range14.0-61.7ms-•). Theimplications
of this
that determinedfrom the band data of Figure ttc given the differenceare consideredin more detail (section4.2) whenthe
analysisuncertainties.This trend in the band data is essentially resultsfor the inferred vertical wavelengthsare discussed.
linear for the short-periodgravitywavesunder consideration
here. The scalingfactor (coefficient
.4) relatingXh to q'ob
was
found to lie in the range ---3-4. Thus a wavewith a q'ob
closeto 4. Discussion
the localBrunt-Vaisalaperiod of ---5min wouldbe expectedto
Bands were the most prevalent type of wave structureimexhibita horizontalwavelengthof---15-20 km, whereasa ---20- aged in each of the three nightglowemissions(OI, OH, and
min periodbandpatternwill havea Xh of typically---50-70 km. Na) investigated.Many of thesewave displayswere extensive
For, convenience,
the resultsof the correlationanalyses(.4, B, and are consideredto be the signatureof freely propagating,
r2) aresummarized
in Table4, wherethe standard
deviations short-periodgravitywaves[e.g., Tayloret al., 1987]. However,
for the parametersA and B are given only for the highly recent joint radar and imaging studiesperformed at low latisignificantcorrelations.
tudes(---20øN)haverevealeda tendencyfor this type of wave
Figure 12 plotsthe observedhorizontalphasespeedsVhas a motion to be Doppler ducted by the backgroundwinds at
mesospheric
heights(J. R. Isler,privatecommunication,
1996).
Depending upon the prevailing wind conditionsduring the
lOO
I
Guara campaign,a significantpercentageof the short-period
x = ripples
wave eventsimaged may also have encounteredmesospheric
0 = bands < 1 Sept
ß = bands > 2 Sept
ductingthereby increasingtheir horizontal range of propagaE
v
80
tion from the source.In general,the rangeof values(Xh, Vh,
ß
q'ob)presentin the Guara equatorialdata (bandsand ripples)
comparefavorablywith the ensembleof observationsrecorded
o3 60
at higher latitudesusingsimilar-typeinstrumentation.However, a tendencytoward larger mean valuesfor the horizontal
x•
o o
wavelength(•-40 km) and longerobservedperiodsis apparent
._
40
in some midlatitude band-type data [e.g., Armstrong,1982;
'x

observations,
is ---0.5.Similarly,the data pointsin Figure lib,
which representthe band data for the period _< t September,
exhibit no significanttrend. In sharp contrast, the data in
"Figure ttc" (bands->2 September)are characterizedby a

0•11•
ß -•1•_(57.1)
......xß
'ee)
•ß
-o-ex

o
N

x

x x

xx

Moreels and Herse, 1977; Herse et al., 1989; Swenson and

o oo

Mende, 1994; Fagundeset al., 1995; Tayloret al., t995b]. Significantly,the mean band wavelengthduring the Guara campaignwas24.3 km and only one eventexhibiteda Xh > 40 km.
36.6 min
Furthermore, all but one of the Guara displaysmanifested
0
I
I
I
0
5
10
15
observedperiods <16 min which are substantiallylower than
Observed Period (min)
many previousreports from midlatitudes.These resultsmay
Figure 12. Plot showingthe distributionof horizontalphase heraldsomepotentiallysignificantdifferencesin the dominant
speedas a function of observedperiod. The two dashedlines characteristicsof short-period equatorial gravity waves comindicatethe mean phasespeedsfor the bandsimagedprior to pared with those regularly seen at higher latitudes, possibly
associatedwith variationsin their most copioussources.
2 September
(36.1ms-•) andafterthisdate(57.1ms-•).
o
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O-
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Figure 13. Comparisonof the imagemeasurements
recordedduringthe Guara campaignwith the collation

of radarandopticalmeasurements
of horizontalwavelength
versusobserved
periodreportedbyReid[1986].
The exploded
viewshows
the Guaraimagecomponent.

4.1.

Comparison With Radar and Lidar Measurements

compareour resultswith Reid's original collationwhich is in
Figure 13 comparesthe resultsof our imagingstudy (49 excellentagreementwith the more recent radar results,as
events)with the collationof measurements
of horizontalscale notedby Manson[1990].
With one exception(rob = 36.6 min), all of our data fall
versusobservedperiod reported by Reid [1986]. This data
ensemble consists of a diverse set of 408 measurements 59% of
within the squarearea outlinedon the figure (whichalsoinwhich were derived from radar data and 41% from optical cludesseveralpointsfrom Reid's collation).The trendseviobservations.
The data are plotted on a log-logscaleand span dent in the image data compare very favorablywith those
severaldecadesin 7oband Xh but are restrictedsignificantlyat presentin the ensembleof measurements(as shownin the
viewwhichincludesonlythe "Guaracomponent").
It
short scalesby the temporal and spatial resolutionof the in- exploded
strumentationand the observingconfigurations
employed.The is clearthat the imagingresultsprovidean importantaddition
principalresult of this studywasthe determinationof a distinct to this collationof wave eventsin the regionof shortobserved
(Xh <
trend toward longer horizontal wavelengthsas the observed periods(rob< 20 min) andshorthorizontalwavelengths
period of the wavesincreased.This data collation has subse- 50 km). This statementis alsopertinentto the more extensive
quentlybeenexpandedgreatlyby the inclusionof MF Doppler wavemeasurements
reportedbyReidand Vincent[1987],Manradar measurements[Reid and Vincent,1987] and MF triple sonandMeek [1988],andManson[1990]whichare characterbistatic(Gravnet)radar observations
[MansonandMeek, 1988; ized by observedperiods->10 min and, in the latter two studManson, 1990]. However, for simplicitywe have chosento ies, by Xh _>40 km. Since22 of the band eventsin our study
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exhibited observedperiods _<10 min and all had horizontal
wavelengths-<40 km, they complementsubstantiallythe larger
data setsfrom the MF radar investigations.
In addition to comparisonwith the optical and radar collation of Reid [1986] the results of this study have also been
comparedwith those from previousoptical [Krassovsky
et al.,
1977;Gavrilovand Shved,1982;Jacoband Jacka, 1985], radar
[Meeket al., 1985], and lidar [Gardnerand Voelz,1987;Beatty
et al., 1992] studies.Figure 14 summarizesthe (Xh -- rob)
trends derived from these investigations.The early optical
measurements
(lines 1 and 2) yielded trends associatedwith
relativelylarge horizontalwavelengthwaves(Xh > 200 km)
that are outsidethe nominal limits of detectionfor the image
data. However, more recent radar and optical measurements
(lines 3, 4, and 5) extendto much shorter horizontalscales
(<50 km wavelength)and indicatecomparabletrendsto that
determinedfrom our imagedata. In particular,the trend (line
6) associatedwith the image measurements->2 September
(/•'h= 3.1rob
1.06x
I is in remarkableagreementwith that deduced

by Reid [1986]from his "globalfit" (/•'h = 3.62-1'ø6x
'rob j to

WAVES AT EQUATORIAL

trendsmay have its basisin the fact that thesetwo instruments
tend to sampledifferentparts of the gravitywave spectrum.It
is important to reemphasizethat an imager provides direct
measurementsof Ah and vh for short-period,quasi-monochromatic waves.In contrast,a lidar samplesdirectly the vertical
wave field from which the horizontalscalesare inferred using

the internal gravitywave (IGW) dispersionrelationship[e.g.,
Gardnerand Voelz,1987]. Recently,Tayloret al. [1995c]have
comparedwave data recordedsimultaneouslyby the Universityof Illinois wind-temperaturelidar systemand by the all-sky
imagerusedfor thesestudies.Distinct gravitywave signatures
were observedsimultaneouslyby both instrumentson several
occasions,
yet comparison
of a (limited) datasetindicatesthat
the wavesdetected by each systemwere quite different. The
lidar measuredshortverticalwavelengthwaves(few kilometers) corresponding
to large apparenthorizontalwavelengths
(---200 km), while the imager showeddirectly much shorter
horizontalwavelength(--•20 km) waves.The primary reason
for thiswas determinedto be the differingcapabilitiesof the
two instrumentsfor sensingwavesof differentvertical scales.
The lidar is most sensitiveto shortvertical wavelengthwaves
(Az -• 10 km) due to the finite width of the Na layer. In
contrast,the imager is most responsiveto wave eventswith
verticalwavelengthsgreaterthan the width of the airglowlayers (typically6-10 krn full width at half maximum(FWHM)).
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diverseset of measurements.In contrast,the (Ah -- rob)
trends inferred from the lidar measurements[Gardner and
Voelz,1987;Beattye! al., 1992] differ markedlyfrom the radar/
opticalresults,particularlyin the small-robdomain.For example, a wave exhibitinga robof --•10min would be expectedto
have a horizontalwavelength--•30km accordingto the image
measurements,whereas its predicted Ah would be over an
order of magnitudesmaller(-•2 km) when basedon the lidar
results.Only at very long wave periods(severalhours) and
largehorizontalscales(->1000km) do the valuespredictedby
the radar and lidar trendsbecomesimilar [e.g.,Nakamura e!
al., 1993; Namboothirie! al., 1996]. The differencebetween
radar and lidar measurementsof gravitywave scaleshas been
discussed
in some detail by Manson [1990] and more recently
by Beatty e! al. [1992], but as indicated by both groups, a
satisfactoryexplanationhasyet to emerge.
For the short-perioddata under discussionhere, one possible explanationfor the disparitybetweenthe imager and lidar
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102
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Summaryplot showingthe (1•h -- Vh) trends
derivedfrom previousoptical,radar, and lidar investigations.
Trend 6 indicatesthe resultsof this imagingstudy.Note the
dashedline indicatesthe diffusivedampinglimit determined
from the scaleindependentdiffusivefilteringtheory [Gardner,
Figure 14.

1994]for a valueof D = 430 m2 s-•.

Examinationof the image data of Figure 15 (which presents
valuesfor the verticalwavelengthsand intrinsicperiodscalculated usingmodelwindsdiscussed
in seciton4.2) supportthis
conclusionas many of the waves imaged during the Guara
campaignexhibitedapparentverticalscalessignificantlylarger
than 10 km whichwould make them difficultto detectby lidar
techniques.Thus as these two instrumentstend to sample
differentparts of the gravitywave spectrum,it is not surprising
that the data indicate different trends. The consequencesof
these differencesrequire further investigation,but they are
clearlyimportant and shouldbe borne in mind when comparing suchdata sets.
It has been suggestedby Collins et al. [1996] that the Na
lidars preferentially reveal waves which are very near the
strong-diffusive-damping
limit definedby Gardner[1994]in his
scale-independent
diffusive-filtering
theory(SIDFT) for atmospheric gravity waves. In this theory the transition from undampedto dampedwave motionsis definedby the condition

to= m2D, whereto= theintrinsicangularfrequency;
m isthe
vertical wave number (2z-/Xz), and D is the total effective
diffusivityof the atmosphere.This conditionresultswhen the
effectivevertical diffusionvelocity (mD) of particlesin the
wave-carryingmedium equalsthe verticalphasevelocity,vz -to/m, of the wave. Wave motions satisfyingthe inequality
mD > Vz are assumedto be severelydamped,whereasthose
with Vzsignificantlylarger than mD are consideredundamped.
When the condition to -

m2 D is used in the IGW

dis-

persion relationship, the approximate expression Xh --•

(V'2z'D/%)r] 's follows
provided
thecondition
(Ti/Tb)2 >> 1
is satisfied.Here, r i denotesthe intrinsicwaveperiod (2z-/to),
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nessof the airglow layers. In particular, cancellationeffects
within the layer are expectedto limit the readily observable
wave eventsto thosewhich satisfythe condition(Az/d) > 1,
where d representsthe effectivelayer thickness[Gavrilovand
Shved,1982;Schubertet al., 1991].Thuswaveswith Az < 6-10
km (the typicalFWHM of the emissionlayers)maybe strongly
damped,whereaswavesof longerverticalwavelengthwouldbe
essentiallyunaffected.A lower limit for Az implies a correspondinglower limit for Ah, basedon the dispersionrelation-

ship[Hines,1960],andthe lowerlimit for Ah shouldincrease
with increasingintrinsic period. This hypotheticalsourcefor
the trendingin the imager resultsappearspromising,but further analysesare neededto clarify this possibility.

ee•ea

4.2. Vertical Wavelength and Background Winds
Lidar
0

5

10

15

2o

In the presenceof a backgroundwind the observedwave
periodmay differ significantly
from its intrinsicperiod ('ri) as
a result of Doppler shifting by the backgroundwinds. The

intrinsicperiod of the wave, measuredin a frame of reference
movingwith the backgroundwind, is related to the observed
Figure 15. Plot showingthe estimatedvertical wavelength
period through

(•'i)m (min)

(Az)m for 26 bandeventsasa functionof their intrinsicperiod
(ri) m (solidcurve)obtainedusingmodelwind data.For comparisonthe (Ah - ri) radar data of Meek et al., [1985] (longdashedcurve) and the (Xh -- 'rob
) lidar data of Beattyet al.
[1992] (dotted curve) are shown.The shadedarea represents
uncertaintiesin the depthsof the emissionlayers(rangingfrom
--•6 to 10 km full width at half maximum).

'ri = Tob(Vh)/(Vh
-- S),

where• is the component
of the background
windin the
directionof horizontal motion of the wave. Once 'ri is known
for each event,the verticalwavelengths(Xz) can then be investigatedusingthe approximatedispersionrelationship

Xz• (Xh/•/(Tt/Tb)
2-- 1).
and 'r•,is the Brunt-Vaisalaperiod (seesection4.2). In Figure
14 the dashedline between the two lidar trends (7 and 8)
representsthe (Ah - 'rob)relationshipassuming'ri = 'roband

usingvaluesof D = 430 m2 s-• and'r•,= 5.0 min.Thisline
of demarcationbetween the undamped (left of line) and
damped(right of line) wave motionsin the SIDF theorywas
chosen arbitrarily to lie approximatelymidway between the
two lidar trendsfor clarity of presentation.(The valuesof D

requiredto matchlines7 and8 are --•550m2 s-• and350m2
s-j, respectively.)
The regionto the left of the dashedline
(undampedwaves)containsall of the trend linesderivedfrom
optical and/or radar data. However, as noted by Manson
[1990], a small but significantnumber of the radar-deduced
wave eventsalso occurredin the strong-damping
region even
when intrinsic parameterswere used in their analysis.Concerning the optical measurements,nearly all of the reported
wave eventsappear to lie well within the undampedregion.
The SIDF theory providesa credible physicalexplanation

for thehighlysignificant
trends(r 2 ---0.97) in thelidarresults
of Gardnerand Voelz [1987] and Beattyet al. [1992] provided
thesesystemspreferentiallyselectwave eventsat or very near
the saturation limit for wave growth (i.e., large-amplitude
waves).In comparison,
the physicalbasisfor the lesssignificant
but clearly apparent trends in the optical and radar resultsis
not so evident.However, systemand samplinglimitationsare
expectedto influence the trend analyses.We are currently
investigatingtrendsin the imagerdata usinga larger ensemble
of waveeventsresultingfrom measurementsduringother campaigns. Preliminary analysisof these data sets support the
general(Ah - 'rob)behaviordeducedfrom the limitednumber
of band eventsobservedduringthe Guara campaignsuggesting an inherent trend in the imager data. A possible"driver"
for this trend in the (Ah, 'rob)imageresultsis the finite thick-

(1)

(2)

This relationshipis valid for an isothermal,stationaryatmospherewhenboth Ah and Az are smallcomparedto C'r•, (typicallyC'r•, ---100 km), where C is the speedof soundand 'r•,
the Brunt-Vaisalaperiod (or buoyancyperiod) of the atmosphere.For this studywe havecomputedheight-averaged
values(---85-95km) of 'r•,basedon the meannocturnalrotational
temperaturesderivedfrom the OH M (6, 2) and 02 atmospheric(0, 1) emissions.These temperaturemeasurements
were obtainedusing a narrow field, tilting-filter photometer
[Takahashiet al., 1986] operated in close proximityto the
all-skyimager at Alcantara by INPE personnel.The precise
valuesof 'r•,are not critical for this studyin view of our use of
modelwindsfor the verticalwavelengthcalculations.
Unfortunately, coincidentwind data are not availablefor the
observationperiod of the imagingmeasurements.However,in
situ rocket soundingsof the stratosphericand mesospheric
windswere madeover a ---10-dayperiodduringthe firstpart of
the campaign(16-25 August) usingthe falling-spheretechnique (F. Schmidlin,private communication,1996). These
measurements

were made close to full moon when almost no

image data were recorded and reveal relatively constanteast-

ward(zonal)windsaround0-20 ms-• at 85 km anda variable
(---0-40 ms-•) northward(meridional)wind component.
(Data availableat 90 km are lessreliable and are not considered here.) To investigatethe expected"mean" wind conditions during the primary data-takinginterval, we have therefore usedmodelresultsbasedon the MSIS model [Hedinet al.,
1993a,b] for this site and time of year. Estimatesof the meridional and zonal wind componentswere obtained for three
heights,85, 90, and 95 km (correspondingcloselyto the centroidsof the OH, Na, andOI emissionlayers)for eachnightby
averagingovera 3-hourperiodcenteredon localmidnight(M.
Hagan,privatecommunication,1996).The modelresultsat 95
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km (wheremostof the wavesweremeasured)indicatesteadily wind velocitiesrecorded by the Gravnet MF radar systemat
increasing
eastward
windsrisingfrom-13 to 19 ms-• during Saskatoon(52øN).In addition,the measured(Xz - rob) relathe campaignperiod. In comparisonthe meridionalwinds are tionship(maximumlikelihoodpower-lawfit) obtainedby Be<2 ms-• southward
duringthe first periodbut reverseto atty et al. [1992] using Na lidar observationsof 62 quasinorthward shortly before the secondperiod and reach -5
monochromaticgravitywave eventsobservedin the vicinity of
ms-•. At 90 km themodelpredicts
similarvaluesfor thezonal the mesopauseover Arecibo,PuertoRico (-18øN), is plotted
wind at -15 ms-j, but the meridionalwind is northwardde- (dotted line). A detailedcomparisonof trendsassociated
with
creasing
steadilyfrom -15 to 5 ms-• duringthe campaign these three data setsis complicatedby the differencesin the
period. Thus the model estimatesrelatively low wind speeds systemlimits and in the case of the lidar measurements,by
throughoutthe campaignin reasonableaccordwith the rocket Doppler-shiftingeffects(as no estimatesof the intrinsicperimeasurements obtained earlier.
odswere made). The Gravnet systemlimits are Tob• 10 min
Becauseof the paucity of equatorial wind measurements and Xz -> 20 km at q'i: 10 min, decreasingto Xz -> 10 km
from which this empiricalmodel was formulated,thesewinds at q'i -- 20 min. The limits for the lidar measurementsof
can, at best,only be consideredas indicativeof the true mean interestare Tob• 4 min and Xz <_ 20 km [Beattyet al., 1992].
wind conditions.The computedestimatesof r•, and the derived In comparison,the limits associated
with the imagingmeasureparametersof (ri)m and (Xz)m usingthe model winds (as ments are Tob• 2-3 min and Xz -> 6-10 km, due to layerdenotedby the subscript
m) are listedin Table 2 togetherwith thicknesslimitations(as discussed
earlier).
the measured wave parameters. Despite the uncertainties
The trend associated
with the Gravnetresults(long-dashed
thesecomputationsrepresentour bestestimatesof the vertical curve)exhibitsa similarshapeto that obtainedin the present
scalesof the waves imaged during the Guara campaign.Ex- imaging study but is displacedtoward longer vertical waveaminationof Table 2 indicatesthat the backgroundwindshad lengths.Both setsof measurementssuggestsignificantvertical
a significantlylarger impacton the estimatesof intrinsicperi- scales,-15 km (imager) and -25 km (radar) for an intrinsic
ods for the waves imaged prior to 2 September,when the wave period of 10 min. Furthermore, both curves indicate
observedphasespeedswere relativelylow (meanvalue = 36.1 significantlylargerverticalwavelengthsnear the Brunt-Vaisala
ms-•), as compared
with the secondperiodwhenthe wave period (-5 min), in accordwith the expectationof near vertiphasespeeds
weremuchhigher(meanvalue= 57.1ms-•) (see cal energypropagationas this limit is approached.In sharp
Figure 12). Assuminga well-definedtrend in the intrinsic contrast,the lidar results(short-dashed
curve)suggesta Xz of
wavelength-periodrelationshipfor the image data, these re- only about 1 km at 10 min, with a decreasingtrend continuing
sultssuggestthat the effectof the backgroundwindsis to mask to near r•, [Beattyet al., 1992].(Note that the shallowgradient
its appearancein the (Xh, rob) diagram.For example,during of the lidar curve indicates that this conclusion is valid even
the first interval (<_1 September)the intrinsicwave periods under significantDoppler-shiftingconditions.)Thus both the
differed significantly(up to about 80%) from the observed measured horizontal scale trends and the inferred vertical scale
periods,and no obvioustrendwasdiscerned(seeFigure 11b). trends highlight a significantdifferencebetween the imager
However,for the secondobservinginterval the differencebe- and the lidar data at short observedperiods.The figure also
shows that all of the wave events measured on and after 2
tweenri and robwasoften small(typicallyin the range -15%
to 30%) dueto the higherwavephasespeeds,and a cleartrend September(solid circles)exhibitvaluesof (Xz)m which are
was found (Figure 11c). The overalltrend for the campaign significantlygreater than the nominal airglow layer thickness
wasvery similarbut lesswell definedand reflecteda range of (indicatedby the shadedband). In comparison,severalevents
observingconditions.If this is the case,then (,Xh, rob) trends imagedearlier in the campaign(open circles)exhibitvertical
shouldbe mostapparentunder eithervery low wind conditions scale sizesless than or similar to the nominal depth of the
(i.e.,around
theequinox)
orwhenvh>> 0 at theazimuth
of airglow layer where cancellationeffects are expected to be
wave progression.
significant[Gavrilovand Shved, 1982; Schubertet al., 1991].
This phenomenon has been noted by Reid and Vincent These wave eventsare characterizedby relativelylow phase
[1987]who investigated(,Xh - rob) trendsusingradar data speeds
(meanvalue= 36.1ms-•) andarethusmoresuscepobtainedduring variousseasons.The individualplots clearly tible to an increaseduncertainty relating to the impact of
showa higherdegreeof correlationaroundthe equinoxperi- backgroundwind correctionsfor the Xz calculations.The imods,comparedwith thoseof other months,that was attributed plicationsare that the model has most probably underestito reducedwinds.The trend associated
with our (rob,,Xh)pairs matedthe actualmeanwind conditionsduringthisperiod.This
rob / may
measured
on and after2 September
(/•h = 3.14-•'ø6x
suggestion
isin goodaccordwiththe lackof a significant
(Xh,rob)
thereforebe more representativeof the intrinsicperiod versus trend prior to 2 September.
horizontal wavelengthrelationship.The remarkable agree4.3.
Wave Sources
ment with the trend deducedby Reid [1986]from his globalfit
On the basis of the detection of a major change in the
(/•h : 3.62Tob
1.06x
) is at first glance surprising.However, as
Reid's collationreflectsa wide variety of local times and sea- azimuthaldistributionof the waves(Figure 8) the imagedata
sonalconditions,the averagepower-lawfit to thisdiversesetof were dividedinto two setscoveringthe periods6 Augustto 1
measurements
maythereforebe more suggestive
of an intrinsic September(prior to the equinox)and 2 Septemberto 16 Octrend.
tober (aroundthe equinox).One likely possibilityfor the apFigure 15 presentsour estimatesof the verticalwavelengths parent predominancefor wavepropagationtoward -NE-ENE
associated
with 26 of the band eventsversus(q'i)mon a linear is that seasonalchangesin the stratosphericand mesospheric
scale.The samecodingof eventsasusedin previousfiguresis wind fieldsoccurredduringthis time resultingin large changes
repeatedhere. These estimatesare comparedwith a set of 14 in the filtering of the gravitywave spectrum.A secondpossiintrinsicvaluesdeducedby Meek et al. [1985] (open squares) bility is that a powerfulwavesourcemay havedevelopedto the
using simultaneousobservationsof mesosphericwaves and -SW-WSW of Alcantara(overthe SouthAmericancontinent)
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reachedthe airglowlayers[Hines,1967].However,if the prevailing stratosphericand mesosphericwinds acted to increase
the intrinsicperiodsof the wavesprogressing
towardthe
ENE duringthis interval,then the horizontaldistancetraveled
by thesewaves,prior to reachingthe airglowlayers,couldhave
increasedsignificantly[e.g., Taylor and Edwards,1991]. Another possibilityis that upon reaching airglow altitudes,the
waves may have become ducted by the mesosphericbackground winds further increasingtheir range of propagation
from the sourceregion. Thus althoughthe Andes mountains
are at an extremerange,they are a potentiallygoodcandidate.
An alternativepotential sourceis strongtroposphericconvection over centralBrazil. The dominantsource(or sources)of
thesewavesremainsunknownat the presenttime but is under
investigation.

90

(/)
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Figure 16. Plot of the ripple data of Figure 9 showingthe
bimodal distributionof the data: Line a indicatesa waveperiod
of 5.18 _+0.26 min closeto the Brunt-Vaisalaperiodwhile line
b has a period of 4.32 _+0.15 min closeto the acousticcutoff
period.An exampleerror bar is givenfor eachline to emphasizethe distinctionbetweenthe two trends.Note that only the
points which comprisedthe central peak of the histogram
distributionof Figure 6 were used in the trend analysis.

around2 September.Wind filteringhasbeen shownto play an
importantrole in governingthe azimuthalflux of wave energy
penetratinginto the upper atmospherethroughthe formation
of criticallayers[e.g.,Ebel et al., 1987;Tayloret al., 1993].For
the Guara campaigna reductionin amplitudeof the prevailing
winds in the stratosphereand lower mesosphereassociated
with seasonalchangesaround the equinoxcouldhave opened
a "window" permittingwave propagationinto the upper mesospherefrom sourceslocatedover the SouthAmerican continent. This hypothesissupportsthe appearanceof strongdirectionalityin the wave headingsaround the equinoxperiod.
Alternatively, it is possiblethat the marked anisotropyin the
wave motions may reflect changesin the prevailing flux of
gravitywavesinto the mesospherefrom, for example,an ensembleof freely propagatingand/or ductedwavesthat could
have originatedfrom a variety of sourcesto a predominance
for wavesgeneratedby a "local" troposphericsourcelocated
over the South American continent. In either case, the fre-

quent recurrenceof wave progressiontoward the equator on
an -NE-ENE heading indicates that the sourceregion was
activefor a considerableperiod of time (persistingthroughout
Septemberand earlyOctober).One possiblecandidatefor the
wave sourceis the Andes mountain range. This is favorably
located to the W and SW of Alcantara but at a very large
distance of ->3000 km. In the absenceof backgroundwinds,
short-period(<1 hour) gravity waves generatednear the
Earth's surfacewould not be expectedto propagatelarge horizontal distances(a few hundred kilometers) before they

4.4.

Ripple Periodicities

The sharpdistributionin observedperiodicitiesof the ripple
events(Figure6b) (averagerob- 5.1 min, range2.7-6.9 min)
is a characteristicpropertythat has not been reported previously. As expected,the ripples exhibited shorter horizontal
wavelengths(range typically5-15 km) than bands.However,
they were also found to exhibit a significantlydifferent distributionthan the bandswhen plottedin the (Xh -- rob)format.
This is illustratedin Figure 10 which showsthe ripplesclustered aroundthe mean observedperiod of-5 min and exhibitingno obvious(Xh -- rob)trend.Thesepropertiessetripples
apart from mostband displays.In particular,the bimodalform
of the (Xh -- Vh) distributionevident in the ripple data of
Figure 9 is mostunusual.Figure 16 replotsthe ripple data of
Figure 9 on an expandedscaleto investigatethisphenomenon.
In Figure 16 no attempthasbeen made to distinguishbetween
ripplesobservedprior to or after 2 September(as no association wasfound). Out of a total of 19 events,14 were found to
be associated with two well-defined

trend

lines. The distinct

nature of thesetwo trendsis emphasizedby the exampleerror
bars in each case.

A regressionanalysiswas carried out following procedures
similarto thosedescribedby Wonnacottand Wonnacott[1981].
The resultsof this analysis(which uses only the 14 events
associated
with the centralpeakin Figure6) are summarized
in
Table 5, where the parametersA and B for linear fits of the
form Vh = A + BAh are giventogetherwith confidencelimits

andthesquared
correlation
coetticients
(r2). Thetableshows
that "A" appearsto be zero to within 1crfor both trend lines,
suggesting
a more simplifiedrelation Vh = BAh. Theselinear

relationships
correspond
to highlysignificant
trends(r 2 =
0.990). Thus despitethe relativelysmall number of events
associated
with eachtrend (N = 6 and8), the relationships
are
significantat a confidencelevel of about0.01%. The apparent
frequenciesassociatedwith these two trend lines are 3.22 +
0.16 mHz and 3.86 _+0.13 mHz which correspondto observed
periodsof 5.18 +_0.26 min and 4.32 +_0.15 min.

Table 5. Resultsof Trend Analysisfor Ripple Data of Figure 16 (Using 14 Points
AssociatedWith the Central Peak of Figure 6)
Coefficient,

Ripples
Line a
Line b

A
-2.34 + 2.25
0.44 + 1.54

Frequency,

CorrelationCoefficient

Total Data

'lob,

B, mHz

Squared,
r2

Pairs,N

min

3.22 _+ 0.16
3.86 _+ 0.13

0.986
0.996

8
6

ParametersA and B were determinedby fitting to the linear equationiih = A q- B Xh.

5.18 +_ 0.26
4.32 _+ 0.15
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the periodwhenmostof the imagedatawere obtained.However, the dominanceof eastwardpropagatingcomponentsfor
(Brunt-Vaisala)
andacoustic
waveregimesin theIGW disper- the ripplesobservedthroughoutthe campaign(Figure 8) is
sion relationship.For an isothermal,stationaryatmosphere, remarkablyconsistentwith zonal flow predictedby the MSIS
IGW theorypredictsthat there is a gapbetweenthe acoustic model. Furthermore, the observed reversal in the meridional
regimeand the gravitywave regime (definedby thesetwo wave progressionfrom southwardto northwardduring the
limits)where no wave propagationoccurs.Examinationof campaignis alsoconsistentwith the modeledwindsat the 95
Figure16 revealsa distinct"gap"betweenthe twotrendlines km level.The magnitudesof the predictedwindsare, however,
whereno datapointsare found.The uncertaintiesin the mea- generallysmallerthan the observedwave speeds,and it resurements
(indicatedby the exampleerror bars)are insuffi- mainsto be seenwhetherripplesare stronglyinfluencedby the
wind.Indeed,severalof the rippleeventsrecorded
cientto bridgethisgap.Thusone possibleinterpretationcon- background
sistent with the determination of two distinct trends is that the
during the secondobservinginterval progressedin approxiripplepatternsimagedduringthe Guaracampaign
comprised matelythe samedirection(--•NE-ENE) as the band displays,
wavemotionsgeneratedwithinthe acousticbranchaswell as suggestinga commonorigin.
the gravitational
branchof the IGW spectrum.However,this
interpretation
appearsto be in conflictwith the expectation
of
much higher phasespeedsat acousticwave periods[Hines, 5. Summary
Statisticalmeasurementsof short-periodgravity waves are
1960].As the effectof background
windson the wavemotions
(assuming
theyare generated
in situ)wouldbe to fill in this few and this data set, comprisingover 50 events,representsa
gap,andbecause
manyof therippleeventsexhibited
relatively major first step in quantifyingthe occurrencefrequencyand
highphasespeeds(>40 ms-•), it is unlikelythat Doppler propertiesof small-scalegravitywavespresentat equatorial
shiftingeffectscanaccountfor the observed
bimodaldistribu- latitudes.Analysisof thesedata indicatestwo apparentlyseption. No obviousdifferencesin morphologyof the wave mo- arable wave sets, termed bands and ripples, and a marked
tionscomprising
thisbimodaldistributionwere found,and it anisotropyin the distributionof wave headingsaround the
remains to be seen if it is also evident in other more substantial
equinoxwith a large fraction(>65%) of the band-typewave
midlatituderipple measurements
that are currentlyunder motions progressingtoward the equator on an ---NE-ENE
It is interestingto note that thesevaluesfor fob are very

close to those identified with the limits for the gravity wave

analysis.

heading.

Comparisonof thesewave data with more extensivemeaRipplesare similarin morphology
anddynamics
to the billow-typewavesseenin noctilucentcloudsmanyof whichare surementsobtained by radar and lidar techniquesin recent
thoughtto be generatedin situby short-livedvelocityshears yearsindicatesa similartendencyfor the observedperiod of

(->40ms-• km-•) in thebackground
winds[TaylorandHap- the wavesto increasewith increasinghorizontalwavelength.In
good, 1990]. Wavesgeneratedby this mechanism(Kelvin- particular,the (rob-- Xh) trenddeterminedfromthebanddata
Helmholtzinstability)wouldbe expectedto exhibitobserved recordedaroundthe equinoxperiodagreesverywell with that
periodscloseto thelocalBrunt-Vaisala
periodandwouldhave deducedby Reid [1986]usinga diversecollationof radar and
As the imagingsystemis mostsensitive
variableand limited lifetimes(dependingon the durationof opticalmeasurements.
the shear).Alternatively,it is possiblethat ripplesare gener- to waves of a smaller horizontal scale than those readily detechniques
are highlycomated in situby the breakdownof a larger-scale
wave(possibly tectedby radar,thesemeasurement
with the lidar data
of tidal origin)eitherthroughparametricexcitation[Tuanet plementary.However,a similarcomparison
al., 1979]or by the onsetof a three-dimensional
convective- indicatesconsiderabledifferencesthat exceedan order of magtypeinstability[e.g.,Frittset al., 1993].In the latter case,the nitude at short rob. The reasonsfor this discrepancyare
of the two
orientationof the rippleswould be expectedto be near per- thoughtto be related to the differingsensitivities
pendicular
to the large-scale
perturbingwave.Isolatedripple- instruments to waves of different vertical scale sizes, but furto investigatethis effect.
typepatternsorientedalmostorthogonalto large-scale
band ther joint researchis necessary
It is conjecturedthat the high degreeof correlationin the
patternswereobserved
on severaloccasions
duringthe Guara
obtainedaroundthe equinoxmayhaveresulted
campaign,suggesting
a causalrelationship.However,Frittset measurements
al. [1996]haverecentlymodeledthe generationof ripple-type from a reductionin the stratosphericand mesosphericwinds
wavesusingdata obtainedduringthe CORN campaignand associatedwith seasonalchanges.However, it remainsto be
have determinedthat the scalesize of the perturbing(break-

ing) waveshouldbe muchlargerthan that of the bands.In
general,ripplesof scale-sizes
(Xh > 5 km) and lifetimes
(>severalminutes),
whichtypifymostevents,
arecurrently
not
thoughtto be compatible
withthe convective
instabilitytheory.
Without further information it is not possibleto distinguish
betweenthesepotentialmechanisms.
Finally,Witt [1962]suggested
that if NLC billowsare generated in situ, they will tend to movewith the background
wind. NLC bands, on the other hand, may be expectedto

seenhow the trendsobservedin this data set (limited to ---2
months)comparewith resultsof othermoresubstantial
image
measurements
obtainedduringdifferentseasons.The onsetof
a seriesof highlydirectionalwavemotionsduringthis period
also appearsto be associatedwith equinoxconditions.One
potentialsourcefor the large flux of wavesobservedon an
---NE-ENE headingmaybe associated
with strongwindsblowingoverthe Andesmountainrange.However,an investigation
of the penetrationof wave energyinto the mesosphereat
equatoriallatitudesand of potentialtropospheric
sourcesfor
thesewaveswill be the subjectof a separatereport.
Short-periodmesospheric
wavemotionshavenowbeenob-

progress
in anydirectionprovidedtheirhorizontalphasespeed
exceeds
the background
windspeed[Ebelet al., 1987;Tayloret
al., 1993].Assumingripplesare generatedin situ, then their served from a number of middle and low-latitude sites around
averagemotionsmay providesomeinformationon the pre- the world. The data presentedhere, usinga high-resolution
to the "globalpicture"by
vailingwind conditionsin the 80-100 km region.As already CCD imager,contributesignificantly
mentioned,wind measurementswere not performed during revealinga wealth of wave structureat equatoriallatitudes.
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The banddisplayswere usually(but not always)observedin all
three of the nightglowemissionsimaged(OI, Na, and OH),
indicatingfreely propagatingor ductedwavebehavior.In comparison,the rippleswere often presentin only one of the three
emissions,consistentwith the hypothesisof in situ generation
over a limited height range. However, the Guara data indicate
a considerableregion of overlap in the spatial and temporal
scalesof the bandsand ripples,and the additionalinformation
provided by the imager (e.g., geographicextent and pattern
lifetimes) was often necessaryto distinguishaccuratelybetween these two groups.This distinctionbetweenwavesgenerated in situ at airglow altitudes and those whose sources
reside naturally in the lower atmosphereis an essentialfirst
steptowardestimatingthe fluxof quasi-monochromatic
gravity
wavesinto the mesosphereand lower thermosphereand their
associatedmomentum deposition.
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